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Executive Summary 

Portland General Electric has been working to deliver smart grid solutions to our customers 
for many years. We began more than 20 years ago with substation automation. Our efforts continue 
with the recently conducted and successful smart meter installation and our participation irr the 
Salem Smart Grid Project. In addition, PGE launched a significant commercial demand response 
program in July 2011; we have installed several solar generation sites across our service territory; we 
have a nationally recognized "viltual power plant" using dispatchable standby generation; and our 
leadership in rolling out electric vehicle infrastructure provides PGE significant future smart grid 
opportunities. 

Our smart grid efforts are gnided by our strategic direction and support our mission to power 
our customers' potential as the region's trusted energy partner. These smart grid activities support 
overall objectives to keep electricity reliable, safe and affordable while delivering innovative 
solutions for our customers. We work to keep it simple and sustainable - making it easy for 
customers to do business with PGE by simplifying energy solutions and providing power in a 
sustainable mam1er. 

PGE strives to keep customers at the forefront of smart grid investment planning, ensuring 
these emerging technologies provide direct and indirect benefits. For example, improvements to our 
transmission and distribution infrastructure improve reliability, which customers realize through 
fewer and shorter outages. With the implementation of smart meters, PGE is also beginning to 
deliver customers expanded pricing options, preferred due dates and energy-monitoring tools such as 
Energy Tracker, Energy Partner, and Flex Price, which help customers further understand and 
potentially reduce their usage. 

As we move forward with our smart grid planning, PGE will focus on making cost-effective 
investments that support our generation, transmission and distribution systems, increase reliability, 
improve system asset utilization and integrate renewables. These efforts and investments will bring 
a broader set of benefits to our customers. There are abundant opportunities and significant work is 
underway, but we are still in the early stages of development. The new and emerging smart grid 
technologies that are not supported by current PGE financial budgets will need funding support from 
customers. 

PGE's management team is committed to the development of smart grid technologies that 
provide innovative solutions to our customers and improve system performance. In the attached 
report, we detail our approach to and plan for integrating these emerging technologies into our 
business practices. 
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Introduction 

PGE's Smart Grid History 

Portland General Electric has been working to deliver smart grid solutions to our 

customers for many years. Projects include ongoing investments in generation, transmission and 

distribution as well as a successful smart meter installation to over 800,000 customers, which 

required more than a decade of development between the initial vision and the cost-effective 

implementation. Another example of a longstanding smart grid initiative within PGE is the 

automation of our substations, which has been a priority for more than two decades. Below are 

some examples of other smart grid efforts and accomplishments: 

• PGE has one of the most advanced distributed energy resources programs in the US with 

more than 50 MW of distribution-based solar and back-up diesel generation under the 

control of System Operations to support peak load requirements. 

• PGE has an ongoing program, about 70% complete, to upgrade all substations with 

SCADA-level telemetry, which improves system reliability. 

• After two years of planning, PGE is about to launch a five-year effort to modernize its 

asset management, mobile workforce, work management, outage management, and geo

spatial information systems to enable advanced distribution automation applications. 

• In the Salem test-bed area, PGE has an advanced portfolio of Smart Grid projects under 

development and in operation. 

• With the completion of the smart meter installations, PGE is now poised to deliver 

customers real value and benefits such as expanded pricing options, preferred due dates 

and energy monitoring tools. 

• PGE and its partners are participating in the largest EV project in US history. PGE is 

leading the advancement of the EV market in Oregon and establishing the foundation for 

greater sustainability by bringing electricity and transportation together. 

Customer Focus 

PGE works to ensure current and planned investroents provide benefits to customers, 

both directly and indirectly. Customer benefits and value are at the forefront of smart grid 

investment planning; we will continue to listen to our customers through outreach, education and 

research activities, valuing their feedback. 
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Our customers have indicated their support for PGE's smart grid investments- in several 

recent surveys. The PGE Parallel E2 (Energy + Environment) Research Program (July 20 II) 

found that after PGE customers read a definition of smart grid, the majority of them are 

supportive of smart grid technologies: 88% of PGE customers feel smart grid and smart meters 

are a priority and 83% of customers think that PGE should begin implementing smart grid 

teclmologies immediately. In evaluating smart grid applications, PGE customers expect projects 

to realize one or more key benefits, such as improving energy savings through providing real

time energy usage information and control and/or addressing our use of environmental resources. 

When asked (in the same survey) about the use of smart meters, PGE customers responded they 

want meters to enable benefits such as reduced usage, reduced electricity bills, increased 

information on energy use patterns, and reduced carbon footprint. Based on this customer 

feedback, when assessing the value and priority of current and future smart grid projects, PGE 

reviews how the project will address customers' needs and which customer benefits the project 

will provide. 

There is significant work underway related to smart grid, but managing expectations is 

important given the early stages of smart grid development. There are abundant opportunities, 

but the smart grid cannot be turned on with the flip of a switch. Many of our smart grid projects 

are at the pilot or demonstration stage. This allows us to gather information, provide learning to 

inform future policy decisions and to help determine which products or services are best suited 

for our system and our customer base. Educating customers on new options for pricing and 

control of their electric use is a significant task. PGE believes that customer smart grid education 

is most effective when paced with the availability of our products and services. We discuss this 

ongoing customer education in the Project Highlights section. 

Smart Grid Definition 

In Order 11-172, the Commission defined smart grid investments as "utility investments 

m technology with two-way communication capability ... teclmologies include sensors and 

remote control switches at the distribution system level, synchrophasors and flexible AC 

transmission system devices at the transmission level, and information displays and appliance 

control circuits at the consumer level." 
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Rather than the implementation of specific technologies, PGE views smart grid as the 

implementation of numerous projects that change the way we have operated for decades. 

Benefits of smari grid implementation are achieved when we change business processes and 

provide customers with more options to control their electricity use. With this approach, the 

choice of which technology to implement is an outcome of achieving benefits, not an objective 

by itself. 

The Cornmission's definition also cited smart grid investments "will (I) improve the 

control and operation of the utility's transmission or distribution system, and (2) provide 

consumers information about their electricity use and its cost and enable them to respond to price 

signals from the utility either by using programmable appliances or by manually managing their 

energy use." PGE agrees with the Commission that smart grid investments should improve the 

control and operation of our system and provide customers information regarding their energy 

usage and the costs associated with their usage, enabling them to respond to that information. 

In addition to the Commission identified benefits, PGE believes that smart grid 

investments should include a broader set of benefits. The benefits of smart grid are very similar 

to the benefits we expect from other company investments. These benefits include, but are not 

limited to, the following: 

• Reduced cost of operations 

• Increased system reliability 

• Improved system asset utilization 

• Reduced cost of integrating renewables 

• Informed and directed use of electricity 

All of these directly or indirectly benefit customers by providing new tools for customers, 

more reliable electricity service and detailed intelligence about their energy usage. 

PGE's Smart Grid Organization and Responsibility 

PGE's strategic direction is to power our customers' potential as the region's trusted 

energy partner. Our officers, led by Bill Nicholson, the Senior Vice President of Customer 

Service, Transmission, and Distribution, use this strategic direction to guide smart grid efforts. 

Operational excellence lies at the core of PGE's business, and smart grid is no exception. PGE 
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continues to watch market signposts, listen to our customers, and remain in the forefront of 

emerging technology as we evaluate and implement these new technologies. 

Due to their complexity, smart grid initiatives typically involve several different 

departments. This cross-functional nature requires more coordination and communication, since 

a single project can affect nearly all areas of the organization. To address the need for 

interdepartmental communication and coordination, PGE fonnulated the Smart Grid Steering 

Committee, which includes senior managers and vice presidents from across the company. The 

committee is a focal point for smart grid strategy, long-tenn planning, organization, 

connnunication, facilitation, and evaluation. The roles and responsibilities of the Smart Grid 

Steering Committee include: 

• Develop and recommend PGE's smart grid vision 

• Facilitate and coordinate integration of smart grid priorities with other major PGE 
initiatives 

• Recommend and approve prioritized action items for PGE's Smart Grid Plan 

• Coordinate and promote awareness of best practice smart grid efforts by other 
utilities 

• Support creation of cross functional smart grid business cases 

• Approve ammal report to show current capability/progress of smart grid plan 

• Anticipate smart grid skill sets that should developed or acquired for PGE 

• Assign resources to smart grid projects 

PGE's Smart Grid Process 

Smart grid investments usually involve new processes and technologies that have 

potential benefits but little internal or external experience to guide their development. 

Consequently, smart grid development follows a path that frequently requires substantially 

greater development than typical company investments. Smart grid projects, in general, follow 

the five-phase path outlined below: 

Ideation => Research => Pilot => Demonstration => Production Implementation 

The first two phases, ideation and research, are typically low cost and completed within 

existing operations and maintenance budgets. Next is a technology pilot, demonstration, or both. 

These two phases allow PGE to test new equipment or technologies, gauge customer interest and 

participation, quantify project benefits for customers and the company, and identify the costs of 
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production. These stages also enable PGE to minimize the risks of unknowns wherr the project 

moves to a full implementation stage. 

Teclmology pilots are particularly important for detelmining how new systems interact 

with PGE's existing infrastructure and for enabling PGE to address various issues, such as cyber 

security design, reliable communication paths, and installation procedures in a test environment. 

Demonstrations are usually customer-facing trials, involving 100-200 customer contacts, with an 

objective of determining customer acceptance and satisfaction levels. Demonstrations also test 

the economic benefits of a new system and identify the steps necessary to support the 

technology. 

Technology pilots and demonstrations enable PGE to evaluate investments on a small 

scale and implement a better-developed product or larger scale system in the future. Although 

technology pilots and demonstrations are highly beneficial, they rely heavily on IT resources for 

programming, integrating, and securing new technologies. Since many other areas of the 

company depend on IT for these same functions, coordinating the timing of IT resources can be 

challenging. 

The production implementation phase of smart grid is a full roll-out of the technology or 

system and incorporates lessons learned in earlier technology pilots or demonstrations. Although 

some projects go straight to the production stage, PGE has found that the smaller-scale pilots and 

demonstrations provide an opportunity for education, training, and evaluation. 

Evaluating Smart Grid Projects 

Evaluating projects at various stages of the project process ensures that funds are spent on 

projects that will bring the most economic value and cnstomer benefit. Just like any corporate 

project, smart gIid projects typically go through three stages of evaluation: 

• Company Direction: Does the project support PGE's strategic direction of delivering 

value to our customers? 

• Economic Value: Does the project provide enough value to secure funding in the 

corporate review process? 

• Achievement of Goals: Did the project complete and achieve the original scope? 

Projects meeting the company's long-term strategic direction will undergo a corporate 

review and project justification. This includes clear objectives, deliverables, financial analysis 
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and budget, critical resources needed (such as IT), and the project management structure. Cross 

functional committees review submitted projects and will evaluate elements such as economic 

value, benefit to customers; risk of taking no action, and legal and regulatory compliance. 

Once a project is approved and launched, ongoing evaluations track the project's 

progress. When the project concludes, a formal evaluation is conducted to assess the degree to 

which initial objectives are met. This report typically includes recommendations for whether or 

not project development or implementation should continue. 

Smart Grid Project Highlights 

PGE has been working on smart grid-related projects for many years. The Smart Grid 

Project Inventory (included as Attachment A) contains a comprehensive list of these projects. 

Below, we highlight several ofthese projects, including those completed, in progress, or planned. 

Completed Projects 

Energy Management System 

PGE's Energy Management System provides supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) for PGE's System Control Center over our transmission and distribution system 

(primarily at the substations). Supervisory control gives the system operators the ability to 

initiate actions at remote locations. Data acquisition gives the system operators the ability to 

monitor the real-time condition of the electrical system through continuous updates of status 

indications and/or data streams for any device connected to the system. In addition, the Energy 

Management System can run various "advanced applications" that can aid or automate decision 

making for the system operators. We use the Automatic Generation Control application to help 

perform the functions of a NERC Balancing Authority. 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure - Smart Meter Project 

Smart meter deployment completed in 2010 and allowed for several business 

improvements that led to automated processes. Smart meters lay the foundation for customer 

offerings and benefits, so PGE will continue to leverage the technology that smart meters 

provide to introduce new products and services for customers. 
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Dispatchable Standby Generation 

POE went live with this smart grid application in 2001. The unique OenOnSys platform 

connects to large (>1 OOkW) distributed resources using high speed secure Ethernet networks. 

The program started by developing engineering and safety standards· for integrating back-up 

diesel generators with our grid. Ten years later, the program has 75 MW of diesel generators 

that help provide POE with valuable generation reserves. 

Real-Time Large Scale Solar Integration 

POE's entry into solar development began with a research pilot project - a 104kW array 

at the intersection of Interstate 5 and Interstate 205. POE's later solar development effort 

included 10 warehouse building rooftops for a total capacity of3.5 MWdc. POE is now working 

on a ground-breaking 1.75 MWdc solar project on ODOT property at the 1-5 Baldock Rest Area 

near Wilsonville. POE is also exploring design and engineering methods that ameliorate the 

voltage fluctuations caused on the feeder as clouds pass over the solar collector. 

Projects In Progress 

Customer Education 

As noted above in the Customer Focus section, research indicates that our customers 

want to learn more about the benefits smart grid can provide. To address this need, POE is 

developing an overall Smart Orid Communication Plan to build an active dialogue with 

customers, employees and stakeholders about the evolution of the smart grid. As we implement 

pilots, demonstrations· and projects, we plan to strategically leverage our communications 

channels and partnerships to educate customers on smart grid features and benefits. 

POE also has communication plans in place for specific initiatives and serVices that 

comprise smart grid in Oregon (e. g. Salem Smart Orid Project, Energy Partner, Energy Tracker, 

and Flex Price). The goal is to help customers, employees and other stakeholders understand 

how each project fits into the larger picture of smart grid and Oregon's Energy Future. 

POE will continue to modify its communication plans and develop new specific plans as 

new technologies arise and new projects are implemented. 
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Substation Automation 

Substation Remote TenninallTelemetry Unit systems, which provide telemetry, alanns 

and basic remote controls, have been in service at PGE substations beginning in the 1950's. 

Since then, PGE's substation monitoring system has evolved with changing technology and has 

gone through several architectures. With the introduction of communication enabled relays and 

meters, PGE installed the first generation of Substation Integration Systems at several of PGE's 

substations in the 1990's. This system integrated data from protection relays and meters of 

different manufactures amfprotocols and made it available to SCADA and Energy Management 

System. This system also offered personal computer based operator consoles (called Human 

Machine Interfaces) at each substation with one-line displays and real-time loading and device 

status. Human Machine Interfaces provided advanced alarm annnnciation, control, and 

troubleshooting capabilities for substation operators. 

More recently, PGE moved to industrial automation products for substation automation. 

Industrial-based substation automation systems provided inexpensive input-output modules and 

programmable logic processors. Programmable logic processors were installed on the 

substation network to support automatic functions such as Substation Transmission Source 

Transfer Schemes, capacitor bank controls and transformer Load Tap Changer controls. As 

Ethernet technology developed, many of the traditional industrial and SCADA protocols were 

also modified to work on Ethernet. PGE decided to make Distributed Network Protocol 3, a 

protocol developed for utilities and common among US electric utilities, the new standard. 

Distributed Network Protocol 3 is also well supported by electric utility original equipment 

manufacturers and is an open standard. PGE also decided to use Substation Gateways, a device 

that supports multiple protocols and physical layer connectivity, to enable logic processing 

capability and SCADA Remote Tenninal/Telemetry Unit functionality as the center of 

Substation Automation. 

PGE's Substation Automation System, especially the Substation Gateway device, 

currently serves the function of traditional Remote TenninallTelemetry Units which provide 

real time operational infonnation to PGE's System Control Center. This represents only 10-

20% of the total data available in the substation automation systems. PGE's plans for the future 

include the next generation of substation automation protocols, such as the IEC61850 standard, 

which is currently being developed, and the integration of non-operational data available to 
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enhance our operations and maintenance of the system. The main benefit of this effort is 

reduced outage time if outages occur. However, through real-time telemetry and automation, 

substation automation should prevent outages in the first place. A secondary benefit is 

improving the quality of delivered electricity, such as maintaining better voltage control and 

reducing line losses. 

Energy Tracker 

The initial funding for this project was included with the AMI/Smart Meter Project and 

includes two components: 1) a web portal application that allows customers to view and 

understand their energy use data and its impacts on their bills, and 2) an interval data store that 

supports the web portal application and will support additional applications in the future. 

Energy Partner 

This program was officially launched this past July and enrollment efforts are underway. 

Under this program, a tumkey contract was awarded to a vendor through an RFP process to 

acquire 5 MW ofload reduction in 2011, increasing to 10 MW by 2012,30 MW by 2013, and 50 

MW by 2014. PGE will send secure signals to our vendor, who iu turn will send automated, 

secure load reductiou signals to our customers through a communication and control gateway at 

the customers' premises. This control gateway is tied to the customers' existing energy 

management systems; additional control actuators are installed by the vendor. 

Salem Smart Grid Project: Battery Transactions 

This project, which is part of the Pacific Northwest Smart Grid Demonstration Project, 

includes a large battery with storage of about 1,300 kWh tied to 5 MW of inverter equipment 

installed at our Oxford substation in Salem. The purpose of this project is to design and test a 

number of processes to support power operations. The tests will include: I) using the battery to 

provide peak load following capability during daily system peaks, 2) positioning the battery to 

store wind-based renewable generation at night when insufficient load is available to absorb 

production, and 3) using the battery to mitigate frequency variation caused by real-time swings 

in wind and solar generation output. This project develops, implements, and tests the required 

engineering design in anticipation that battery/inverter prices will drop significantly in the next 5 

years. 
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Salem Smart Grid Project: Micro Grid/Feeder Automatiou 

This project will test rum1ing one feeder off the Oxford substation as an independent 

micro grid in the event of a major system outage. The new system will test our ability to isolate 

the Oxford feeder from the main grid and allow the battery/inverter system to pick up the feeder 

load. Within 2 minutes, nearly 5 MW of diesel generators under PGE's Dispatchable Standby 

Generation program will automatically start powering the feeder for as long as the fuel supply is 

maintained. Another significant learning opportunity for PGE in this part of the Salem Smart 

Grid Project is the use of automated switching to isolate the micro grid. The engineering 

experience gained in this project will enable PGE to build a business case to support the concept 

of "self-healing" feeders and high reliability power zones. 

Salem Smart Grid Project: Demand Response & DRBizNet 

This multi-utility project wi,ll create and test a new regional control technique called 

transactive hierarchical control. This is a real-time price signaling model that starts at a regional 

control center and allows for the price to be adjusted at every node of the grid so the control area 

operator can increase or decrease the prices depending on their real time situation and specific 

locations. The price signal then flows to the substation where capacity or operational constraints 

adjust the price again. In theory, the signal could pass to every utilization transfonner and every 

end-use customer willing to participate. Each consumption node provides a forecast of 

willingness to increase or decrease load as a function of price and the cumulative signals are 

passed back up to the regional center. The process repeats every five minutes. PGE's most 

responsive assets to this test will be residential water heaters and our battery inverter system. 

Three significant applications installed as part of this response test will serve PGE 

beyond the demonstration period. The first is a hardware and software security tool that allows 

extensive control and monitoring of third parties who provide resources or control signals that 

affect our power system operations. The second application is the leading back-office software 

DRBizNet. Used at PJM, CAISO, NV Energy and other utilities, DRBizNet was developed to 

support demand response transactions in a flexible, automated process at scale. This system 

becomes the system of record to support every aspect of customer enrollment and operations for 

any number of unique demand response programs. The third application is the development of a 
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battery management system that will allow PGE to charge and discharge a 5 MW battery storage 

system to operate for PGE's system benefit and balance renewable resources. 

Planned Projects 

Enterprise Management Systems 

These investments are driven primarily by the need to replace our l5-year-old enterprise. 

systems, including Work Management System, Outage Management System, and Geo-spatial 

Information Services. PGE has focused on implementing best practices in automated work force 

management and tools and implementing its first distribution management system. All ofthese 

systems represent major investments involving at least one hundred company experts. This 

system builds on the availability of AMI information to determine the dynamic loading of every 

conductor in the distribution system. Initially, this enables timelier manual feeder switching to 

speed power restoration of non-faulted sections of feeder circuits based on the availability of 

actual substation and conductor capacity. If a business case is approved to justify the 

replacement of manual switches with automated switches, the distribution management system 

would be the "brains" to initiate semi-automated feeder switching (replacing switching by field 

crews) to create "self-healing" feeders. Among other features, this application identifies 

instances of cost-effective reconductoring and phase balancing. 

Home Energy Management System 

The purpose of this software is to send frequent and/or periodic price and control 

signals to smart appliances, either to the appliance directly or through a home energy 

management system. Pending the successful completion of a pilot in earl y 2012, the 

infrastructure and supporting demonstration program (to target 100-200 customers) is 

scheduled far implementation in late 2012. This project is timed to occur with the retail 

availability of smart appliances, particularly smali water heaters. The standards for smart 

appliances, at a minimum, ensure three things: 

• Smart appliances will "hear" communication signals. 

• The appliance interface allows customers to preset specific actions for various price 

signals. 

• The appliance is engineered to implement some power and/or energy reducing 

action when the price is high, per the customer's settings. 
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Until market standards are established, the program design will supply (or rebate) the 

communication device required to link the customer's smart appliance with the internet (and in a 

subsequent project via AMI). In the home, we expect the initial smart appliances to be water 

heaters and thermostats, but we will not exclude other smart appliances that might be available. 

The primary function of the home energy management system is to create a single 

platform to affect energy management of all appropriate devices in the home. These platforms 

will likely support multiple applications over time. By using a standards-based approach, this 

program ensures that any smart appliance PGE reconunends will be interoperable with future 

control options. 

PGE believes this is the most cost effective approach to dem.and side management. This 

approach also enables maximum flexibility for third party products and innovation and makes 

the customer responsible for the on-going operation and security of the system. 

Smart Grid Inventory 

To complete the inventory and identify smart grid investments and activities, we met with 

employees representing departments with smart grid initiatives. For purposes of the inventory, 

PGE defines a smart grid investment as a pilot, demonstration, or production-level project 

designed to test or implement new or improved smart grid technology in order to achieve one or 

more benefits, such as reduced costs or improved reliability. PGE defines smart grid activity as 

a small-scale effort that involves behind-the-scenes planning, research, and/or development, 

prior to a technology pilot, demonstration, or production stage, in order to support future smart 

grid investments or the company's smart grid position as a whole. 

Each area expert described their smart grid projects as completed, in progress, or planned. 

PGE excluded simple upgrades to existing technologies from this list, focusing primarily on new 

technologies, actions, and large-scale upgrades. To ensure a systematic review of PGE's Smart 

Grid Process, PGE used the Smart Grid Maturity Model (included as Attachment B). The Smart 

Grid Maturity Model grew from the Capability Maturity Model, which was used to identify a 

process that allows an organization tackle the problem of process automation in a systematic 

way. Since 1993, the model has been improved and specifically adapted for the implementation 

of the Smart Grid. PGE used this model to gauge its level of Smart Grid sophistication, 
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specifically in categories such as customer benefits, technology, enviromnental impacts, and 

value chain. 

PGE's Smart Grid Inventory is included as Attachment A. The inventory is organized in 

the following order: 1) Operational Area, 2) Type of Project, 3) Status, 4) Estimated Timeframe, 

5) Phase, and 6) Benefit. 
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In 2009, Carnegie Mellon University's 
Software Engineering Institute (SEll 
became the steward of the SGMM. 
A global leader in software and systems 
engineering, security best practices, 
process improvement. and maturity 
modeling, the SEI is partnering with 
government and industry to improve the 
security, resiliency, and interoperability 
of the grid, With the support or the 
Department of Energy and the National 
Energy Technology LaboratDry, the SEI 
and its collaborator APOC are maintllining 
and evolving the SGMM as a resource 
!Dr.in.d~stry transformation, 
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Smart Grid Maturity Model 

art Grid Maturity Model 
I 1 

APQe is a non-profit member-based 
research organization with l11Dre than 30 
years of systematic quality and process 
improvement research experience. APQe is 
working in collaboration Witll the SEI to 
evolve the SGMM and to analyze and 
maintllin the data collected from organiza
tions that use the SGMM. 
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The Matrix offers a summary view of the Smart Grid Maturity Model. It has an easy-to-access format with shortened 
versions of the expected characteristics contained in the model and is an excellent reference for SGMM users . 

...•. ' .•.. ' ••• ' .. ,/ .•...•. ·u. 
U_2_.i··>·..·Lj~"i":,C·:.n .•. < .......•..••..•.• ·········JL}L .. ,~;L~'._·· 

PIONEERING 1 Autonomic. computing alld machine learnIng are implemented. 1 Customers can manage their end-to·end energy supply arld usage 

5 
2 The enterprise information Infrastructure cao automatically idEm· levels. 

tity, mitigate, and reCOVN from cyber incidents. 2 There is automatic outage detection at the premise OT deVice level 
3 Plug-and-play, customer-baseo generation is supported, 
4 Security and privacy for all customer data is assured, 
5 The organilation plays a leadership role Il1lnnustry-wide in1orma-

tJon sharing and standards development efforts for smart grid. 

OPTIMIZING 1 Data flows end to. end 1rom customer to generation. 1 Support is provided to customers to l1elp anafyze and compare 

4 
2 Business processes are optimized by leveraging the enterprise IT usage against aU 3vai!able pricing programs. 

architecture. 2 There is outage detection and proactive notification at the CIrcuit 
3 Systems have sutficientWide-area situational awareness tn en- level. 

able real-tfme monitoring and control for complex events, 3 Customers have access to near real-time data (JO their own usage, 
4 Predictive mooeting llnd near real-tIme Simulation are used to 4 Residential customers participate in demand response anofor 

optlmfze support processes. utllity-man-aged remote load control programs. 
5 Performance is improved through sophisticated systems Inat are 5 AUtumattc response to pricing signals for deVices within lhe 

informed by smart grid data. customers premise is supported, 
Ii Security strategy and tactics continually evolve based on S In·hOme net billing programs are enabled. 

changes in the operational environment and lessons learned. 7 A common cUSlDrner experience has t;een integrated. 

INTEGRATING 1 Smart grid-impacted business processes are aligned with the 1 The organization tailors programs to customer segments, 

3 
enterprise IT archltecrur€ across lOBs, 2 Two-way meter communication has been deployed, 

2 Syswms adhere to an enterprise IT architectural fr.amework for 3 A rem1lte connect/disconnect' c3paill!ity is deployed. 
smart grid. 4 Demand response andfOf remote load control is available to resi~ 

3 Smart grtn-specific ieCI1M!oilV has been implemented to improve demisI customers. 
cross-lOB performance. S There is automatic outage detection at tile substation level. 

4 'The use 01 advanced dlstrihuted intelligence and analvtical capa· S Residential customers have on-1'lemand access til daily usage-bi'litles are enabled through smart grid technology; rlaUl. 
5 The. organization has an advanced sensor plan. 7 A common experttnce has been fmpiem-ented acmss two or more 
6 A detailed data communIcation strategy and correspondino customer interface channels, 

tactJcs that cross functions and lOBs are in place. a Customer education on how to use smart god services to curtai! 
peak usage is provided, 

9 All customer prOdUCts and services nave buitt-in standards based 
on security and priva,cy controls. 

ENABLING 1 Tactlcsl IT investments are aJlgl1ed to an enterprise IT arcl1Jtec- 1 Pilots of remote AMIfAMR are bemg CDnducted Of have been 

2 
ture wIthin an LOS, deployed. 

2 Changes to the enterprise IT archftecture mat enable smart grid 2 The organization has frequent (more than monthlv) knowledge 01 
ate being deployed. residential customer usage. 

3 Standards are selected to support the smart grid strategy within 3 The orgaolzation is modeHng the reliability 01 grid equIpment. 
the enterprise 1T architecruft!, 4 Remote connectfdrsconnect is beiny piloted for residential cus,· 

4 A common technology evaluation and selectiOn prOCess is applied tamers. 
for all smart g-rid activiUes. 5 The impact on the customer of new servl~s and deflVery pro· 

S There is a data communications strategy for the grid. cesses is being assessed. 
6 Pilots based on connectMtyto distributed IEOs are tmdel'\\,ay, S Security and privacy requirements for customer protection are 
j Security is built into aU smart grid initiatives from the outset specified for smart grid-related pilot projects and t1FPs. 

INITIATING 1 An enterprise IT architetture exists or is under development. 1 Research: is being conducted on haw to use smart grid techno!o-

1 
2 Existing or propnsed IT architectures have been evaluated for gles to enhance the customer's experience, benefits, 3nd pamci-

quality attributes th:at support smart grid applications. patlan. 

3 A change control process is used for applications and IT infra- 2. Security and privaty implications of smart grid are being lnvesti-
stTuctUfe, gated, 

4 Opponunlties are Identified to tlse technoloID' to improve depart· 3 A vision of the future grid is being communicated to customers, 
menta! performance. 4 The utillty consults with public utility commissions and/or other 

5 There is a process to evaluate and select technologies 1n aHgn- government organizations concerning the impact on customers. 
mem With smart grid vision and strategles. 

~ 
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PIONEERING 

5 
OPTIMIZING 

4 
INTEGRATING 

3 

ENABLING 

2 

INITIATING 

1 
C. Eustis 

t Smart grid strategy capital1zes 00 smart grid as a foundation 
rorthe introduction of new services and product offerings. 

2 Smart {lnd business activtties provide suff'ic!entfinanclal 
resources to enable continued investment in smart grid 
sustaInment and expansion. 

3 New business model opportunities emerge as a result of smart 
grid capabilities ,md are implemented. 

1 Smart grid vlsion and stratlKIydrive the organization's strategy 
and direction. 

2" Smart grid IS a core competency throughout the orqanfzatfon. 
3 Smart grid stratefJY is shared and revised collaboratively witt! 

external stakeholders. 

1 The smart grid vision, strategy, and bUSiness case are 
incorporated into tile vl'sion and strategy, 

2 A smart grid governance model is establisheu. 
3 Smart grid leaders with explicit authority across functions 

and lines 0'1 business are designated to ensure effectiVe 
implementation 01 the smart grid strategy" 

4 Required authorizations torsmaft grid investments have- been 
secured. 

1 An initial smart grid strategy and a business plan are approved 
by management 

2 A common smart grid viSion is accepteo across the 
organlzatIDfl . 

3 operationa! investment is explicitly aligned to the smarr god 
strate\j¥. 

4 Budgets are esrablished sp-ecificany for funding the 
implementation of the smart grid v~sion. 

5 There is collaboration with regulators and other stakeholders 
regarding implementation of the smart grfd visltHl and strategy, 

& There is support and funding for conducting pro{)f-1lf~concept 
projects to evaluate feasibmty and alignment 

1 Smart gridllfsion is developed with a goal of operauorrat 
improvement. 

2 Experimental rmplementations of smart grid concepts afe 
supported. 

:3 DiSCUSSions have been held with regulators about the 
organization'S smart grid vision. 

1 The ofgsnizatiol'l31structure enables coUaboranonwith other 
grid stakeholoers to optimize overan grid operation and health. 

2 The orgartlzatlon is able to reaolly adapt to support new 
ventures, products, and services that emerge as a resultnf 
smart grid. 

S Channels are In placeto harvest kleas, develop them, and 
reward those who help shape future advanC€s in process. 
wor1<torce competencies, aoo teChnoloqy, 

1 Management systems and organizational structure are capable 
of taking advantage of the increased visibility and control 
provided by smartgrlo. 

2 There IS end-to-end god observabiliwthat can be leveraged by 
internal and external stakeholders. 

3 Oecision making occurs atthe C10S1:lst polntof need as a result 
of an effiCient organ1:tational structure and the increasefj 
3\f3i!abUity 01 information due to smart grid. 

1 The smart grid vision and strategy are driving organizational 
change, 

2 Smart grW measures are Incorporated into the measurement 
system. 

3: Performance and compensation are !in~ed to smartgrii1 
SUCceSs. 

4 leadersh:lp is consistent in communication and actions 
regarding smartlJnd. 

5 A matriX Of overlay structure to suppurt smart grid activitfes is 
[np.lace, 

6 Education and Haining are: aligned to expJoitsmart grid 
capabitrtles. 

1 A new-vision for a smart grid begins to driVe change and affect 
related prforities. 

2: Most operations have been aligned -around end·to+end 
processes. 

3 Smart grid implementation and deployment teams include: 
participants from all impacted functions and LOBs_ 

4 Education ana training to develop smart llrfd competencies 
have been identified and are available, 

5 The lmking of performance and compensation plans to achieve 
smart grid milestones Is in progress. 

1 The organization has articulated ITs need tD build smart grid 
competenCies fn itS workforce. 

2 leadership has demonstrated a commitmefltto change the 
organization in support of achieving smart grid, 

3. smart grid awareness efforts to inform the wonctorc~ of smart 
goo activities have been initiate-d. 
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1 The optimirauOl'l of energy assets is automated across the full 
value chain. 

2 Resources are adequatelydispatchable ,and controllable sa 
tnatttJe organizatlon can taite advanta,ge of granular market 
options. 

3 Automated control and resource optimfla1ion schemes 
crmsfder and support regiona! andIor national grid optimi13t1on. 

1 Energy reSQurces (including VoIWAR, OG, and DR; are 
dispatchable and tradable, 

2 Portfolio optimization models that encompass available 
resources and real-time markets are implemented, 

S Secure rNo-way communications with Home Area N-etworts 
tHANs) are avaHabfe. 

4 VisibHfty and potential control of customefs'lafile~demand 
appliances to balance demand and supPlY Is available. 

1 An integrated reSQurce Plan is in place and includes new 
targeted resources and technologies, 

2. Customer premise energy management solutions with mar1<et 
and usage in1oll1lation are enabled. 

3 Additional resources are avalfabJe and deployed to provide 
sUbstitutes for market products to supprrrt re!iabHityor other 
objectiVes. 

4 Security management and monitoring processes are deplC'yeo 
to protect tile interactions with an expanded portfolio of value: 
cnalo partners. 

11 Support Is provided for energy management sYstems for 
resldential customers. 

2: The value chain has been redefined basM on its smart grid 
capabilities. 

3 Pilots to support a diverse resource- portfolio have been 
conducted, 

4 Secure interactions have: been plloted with an expanded 
portfolio of value chain parmers:, 

1 Assets and programs necessary to facilitate loan management 
are ldentified, 

2 Oistn1nite:d generation sources and the capabilities needed to 
support them are identified. 

3: Energy storage options ann the capabHfties needed 10 support 
them are identified, 

4 There IS a strategy far creating and managing a dr.'erse 
resource POrtfUlio. 

5 Security reQuirements to enable interaction with an expanded 
portfolio of value chain partners have been identifieo. 
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1 Triple bottom line goals' align with local, relliona!, and national 
obj,ectives. 

2 Customers control their energy-based environmental footprints 
through automatic optimization of their end-to-end eDertli' 
supply and usage level (energy source and mix). 

3 The-organization is a leader in developing and promoting 
industry-Wide resilience Mst practices andJortechnologiesfor 
protectionofthe-natlonal errocsi infrastructure. 

1 The organization coilah0f3tes with external stakeholders to 
address environmental and socIetal issues. 

2 A public environmental and societal scorecard is main.tained. 
3 Programs are in place to shave peal< demand. 
4 End-user energy usage and devicES are actively managed 

through the utility's network. 
S TM organization fulfills fts critical infrastructure assurance 

goals for resiliency, and contributes to those {,If the region and 
the nation. 

f Pel10rmance -of SOCietal and erwlronmemai programs are 
measured and effectiveness is demonstrated. 

2 Segmented and tal!ored in10rmatianthatincludes 
erwironmental and societar benefrts and costs is available to 
customers, 

3 Prngrams to 13ncourage off-peak usage by cUstomers are in 
place. 

4 The organization regularly reports on the sustalnabiHty and the 
societal and environmental impacts of its smart grid programs 
and technologies. 

I
! 1 Smart~grid strategles and wort plans ador13ss societal and 

environmental issues, 
2 Energy efficiency programs for customers have been 

established. 
3 The organization considers a "'triple bottom lioe" view when 

making decisions, 
4 ElWironmental proof·ot~conC€pt projects are unoerwaythat 

demonstrate smart gnd benefits. 
5 Increasin{lly granular and more frequent consumption 

information is available to customers, 

t The smart grid strategy addresses the organization's role [n 
SOCietal and envrronmentat issues, 

2 The environmental benefits of the smart grid vision and 
strategy are publicly promoted. 

.3 Environmental campHanee performance recoros are available 
for public inS}lectlon, 

4 The smart grid vision or strategy specifies the organ1zatioo's 
role in prat.ecting the natioo's critical Infrastructure, 
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PIONEERING 1 Self~healing capabilities are present 

5 
2 System-wide,analytlcs-basetl, and automated grid decision 

malting is in place, 

OPTIMIZING 1 Operational data from smart grid deployments is being used to 

4 
optimize processes across the org-anizauoo. 

2 Grid operational mana-gement fs tla-sed.on near re,al~time data. 
3 Operationaltorecasts are based on data gattleredthrough 

smart grid. 
4, Grid operations information has been made, avaifable across 

functions and lOBs. 
5 There is automated decision-making within protection 

schemes that is baseu on wl{je-area monitoring.', 

INTEGRATING 1 Smart grJd Information [s available across systems aod 

3 
organization 31 functions. 

2 Control analytics nave. been implemented and are used to 
improve cross~LOB decision-making. 

3 Grid operations plannin.g is now fact*based using grid d3ta 
made available hy smart grid capabilities, 

4 Smart meters are important goo management sensors. 
S- Grid data is used by an organization's security functions, 
6 There fs automated dedsion,makinq within protection 

schemes. 

ENABLING 1 Initial distribution to substation automation projects are 

2 
underway. 

2 Advanced outage restoration schemes are being implemented, 
which resoive or reduce the magnitude of unplanned Gutages. 

3 Aside from SCADA, pilotfng of remote asset monitoring: of key 
grief assets ro support manual de.clsion making Is underway. 

4 Investment in and expansion of data communications networks 
in support of grid ope-rations is underway. 

INITIATING 1 BUsiness castlS for new equipment and systems refated to 

1 
smart grid are approved. 

2 New sensors, switches, and communications technologies are 
evaluated forgrid mO-nltoong and control. 

3 PfOOf·of-conceptproj'ects and component testing for grid 
monitoring: and control are undelWay. 

4 Outage and distribution management systems Hnked m 
substation automation are being explored and evaluated, 

5 Safety and se~urity {physical and cyberj requirements are 
considered. 

C. Eustis 
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_UC!i·,; .... ·>0~;oic.·j. 
1 Tlw use of assets between and across SUPply chain 

participants is optimized with pro1;esses defined and executed 
across the sUPPly chain. 

2 Assets are leveraged to maximize utllilBtion, indudlng just·in-
time asset retirement, based 00 smart grid data and systems. 

1 A complete view of assets based on status, connectivity, and 
proximity is available to the organization, 

2 Asset mode1s are based on reat performance and monitoring-
data, 

3 Performance aM usage of assets is optimized across tM asset 
fteet and across asset classes. 

4- Service life fOf key grid components is managed through 
condmon·based and predictive maintenance, and is based IJn 
real aM current asset data. 

1 Performance, trend analVsis, and event aut!i.t data are avaHable 
for components of the organization's systems. 

2 CBM programs for key components are in place, 
3 Remote asset monitoring c3pabllilies are inte{'lrate-d with asset 

manag.ement 
4- Integration of remote asset monitoring with mobile worKforce 

systems, in order to automate work order creation. is 
undelWay. 

5 An integrated vieYI,! of GIS and asset monitoring is in place. 
6 Asset inventnry IS being tracked using automation. 
1 Modeling' of asset investments tor key components is 

underway, 

1 An appro-ach to track, inventory, and maintain. event histories of 
assets is in development 

2 An Integrated view of GIS for asset monitoring based frn 
location, status, ana interconnectM'ty {nodall has been 
developed, 

3 An t)rganiZ3t!on~wide mobile workforce strategy is In 
development 

1 Enhancements to work and asset management nave heen built 
into approved business cases, 

2 Potential uses of remote asset monitorl!l1J are bejog evaluated. 
S Asset and workforce management equipment and systems are 

being evaluated for their potentia! alfgnment to the smart grid 
vision. 
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~I>MM , 

" Oomains' " . ., . . 

SMR .. improved business peliorlTlsnce, 
success, and growth 

.. improved ProductiVity and pl'ofrtabillty 

OS .. empowered and mvo!lI€ti'worktOrce 
.. improved decision making: 
.. addressed aging: wondorce 

GO .. supponeil distributed gene-mion lOG) 
cost savings 

" resiliency and reliabUlty 

WAM .. decreased recovery time 
.. increased asset utilization and exiend 

asset life 

TECH .. systems integration and compatihitity 
.. security and criticalfn1rastructure 

protection 
.. complex grid operations management 

CUST Improved customer 
.. satisfaction 
.. choice 
.. qtJalityofservice 
... empowerment 

I Vel .. maltetdemandtorDG 
.. enabled supply and demand 

management 
.. fUel diversity 
" reduced emissions 

SE ~ meeting pUblic pOUcy Objectives 
" being socially responsible 
~ sustainabiHty 
.. improved image 
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o 
Actions .. n .. . . 

What actio."s must happ~n? ... \Nh~tl 
. .. . 

~ ~.t~~::\;.:""" ... ... , · ",,",,' 
~ secure funding · :~~~!i~:~:fValUe .. prioritize and plao .. ~r.~ ~r.on", pace of change 
,. educate sta'Keholders 

.. create a unified vision. stratelIV. goals, " resistance to change 
and plan .. culture 

.. provide training ,. sRiIl (japs 
.. transform pOlicies and processes 

.. deploy the necessary infrastructure .. loteroperabi!ity and avaUabi!ity Of 

.. implement plan technology 

.. develop improved analytic capabilities .. risk: and complexity 
.. security and privacy 

.. improve GIS systems ... high-fiSK environment 

.. dewllop standards for new technologies .. managlnq large amounts of data 
.. perceived ROI 

.. enforce architecture and standards .. cyber security risks 

.. fiU application gaps .. regulatory and statutory issues 

.. devise rr master plan " increased systems complexity 

.. develop dynamic data distribution model .. technology lifespan 

.. develop customer enabling teChnologies .. customer,wiJfmgness, acceptance, and 
and prol1rams adoption 

.. understand ct1stomer wants/needs .. privacy isstJes 

.. et!ucate customers ,. customer attitudes and behaviors 

! • obtain regu!atory approvals • taliff structure 
.. create new rate structures .. reduced revenue from reduced Use 
.. promote adoption of enabling .. marketplace readiness 

te.c:hnologies .. cross company pricing 
• develop DG incentives 

.. develOp clear dfrection • ability to make it cost effective 

.. define and report metries and measures .. balancing: conflicting goals among 
" support teChnOlogical advancements statetlO!clers 

Figure 10: Data points gathered daring aspirations wartshops can/JJJct:ed in 20 10 witf120 utifi(feS 
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